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Dear friend, 

I'd like to start with a famous quote:

"Happiness can be found, even in the darkest of times, if one only
remembers to turn on the light.”

Professor Dumbledore is a rather controversial figure because of his
mind-blowing plans and devastating sacrifices for the greater good. But
he was right about this: happiness can be found even in the darkest
times. Happiness is right there behind the darkness. Just like the moon
and the stars shine behind thick heavy clouds in the night (you just need
to get through the clouds to see the light). Just like a cup of cocoa can
warm you up a little bit when life sucks (you just need to take the first
sip). 

I hope that for you, Vol. 2 of Calliope will be that handful of stars or that
cup of cocoa amid worries and struggles. You will surely find something
special in the volume, get inspired, and cheer up. 

With warm regards,

Polina Gracheva 

Editor-in-Chief

Letter from the Editor
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I think about how full of life I was last year. 
The autumn had come, 

Colours full, relationships sound. 
Melancholy is more than a feeling 

Some therapeutic reflective dreaming 
The places I visit in my mind

Now suddenly too real. 
I grip the fence that just last year 

I leaped over every time -
Fingers slipping on rain soaked iron 
I feel your gaze intercepting mine. 
I walk the path that led me home 

Only to find the door sealed, 
The lights in the window flicker and disappear, 

For they do exist, but not now, not here. 
It’s been only months since then 
But life has stretched it endless 

And my soul can’t help but miss your presence. 
Sliding back to memories, 

Where rain disguised every tear 
And laughter echoed through falling leaves. 

My heart doesn’t want to manifest this 
Just to go back for one more night.

From windows watching, find us smoking, 
Safe in a kitchen warm and bright.

Autumn Nostalgia

 Amy
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 Miroslava Yarkova

     I cherish those moments kindly with full gratitude for things lived, for the feelings

shared. 

     Early spring, as far as I can remember, it was either March or April but streets

were still possessed by coldness, and the night was about to replace the day way too

early. Indeed, that is the case when you live up North. Luckily inside his house, it was

warm and cozy. Being in his room alone I was examining furniture, riding my eyes

and hands over the books and papers that were stacked on the shell. So this is where

my man spent his years growing up. I noticed a photo album, took it out, but then

immediately put it back in. 

     “I can’t just open something that is very close and private to him” - I thought to

myself,  “it’s personal belongings, after all”.

      And there my man entered the room, noticing me putting back the photo album.

     “Hey, that’s my childhood pics! So good you found them.”

     “Uh, I was just examining your stuff, and it was standing there shining so brightly

from inside that it grabbed my attention.”           

     He was approaching to hug me from the back, rolling his arms around my waist,

kissing the side of my head. My man picked up the album that I have just put back,

took my hand, and slightly pulled me into the direction of the couch.

    “C’mon, let’s go through this walk of my embarrassing childhood pictures

together.”

     I smiled widely and we sat down on the couch, I reached out to hug him kindly and

could smell flowery shampoo of his hair which made me grin and remember his

statement on why he uses women’s shampoo, because “you girls have much better

shampoo than the ones that are produced for men, they have much better quality and 

Old Photos
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smell very nice.” That would make me laugh every time I remembered it. 

     So there we were, just the two of us going through his childhood pictures. He

pointed to a photo of a three-year-old him and his parents standing in front of their

house that was being built.

     “So yes, my face in the picture looks like I am in so much pain, and I don’t even

know why, but probably I was able to grasp that this world is a really ‘interesting’

place.”

     I laughed again, and he flipped the page.

     “Okay, this picture of a young and beautiful 6-year-old me in this Santa Claus

costume looking as bad-ass as I could possibly be. Yes, at that age I thought it’s cool

to be Santa, knowing that we already had a person dressed up as Santa who was my

parents' age, and then there was little me pretending like I am an old man. Oh well.”

      He smiled at himself and continued flipping the pages, stopping at the one with

his parents and his little brother. He sat quietly looking carefully at the photo and

without saying a word flipped it over to another side. 

     “Why?” I asked, “- no history on this photo?”

      He looked down and then back to me. Signed. 

     “No, I mean I thought that we look so happy, and to be honest I think this is the

only normal picture of me and my family since we haven’t been taking any for the

last, what 10 or more years? And I just remembered that my father used to have a

different family and that he also has a son, who I consider to be my older brother,

and I am glad that I was able to make a good connection with him. Anyway, I thought

that it might have been so sad for him because I do have this family picture together,

and he doesn’t and what else does the little child wants to have - of course, both of

his parents together, and I feel really sorry for him because he did not even get a

choice, I mean he couldn’t. Every time I look at this photo I am more appreciative

towards my family and sadder because of my brother. How I wish he could have

experienced family - as I do.”

     He looked to the side and grew silent, I could hear a running nose, and his voice

started sounding bitter. At that moment I felt an unconditional connection to this

man, who has so much empathy that even when looking at his family pictures he

thinks of other people who were not granted this chance. I felt that tears were

reaching my eyes, and the drops were on their way out. I definitely was not able to 
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say a word, but those words struck me greatly and made me feel incredibly proud of 

my man.

     “I know that your soul is very kind, and your brother knows that you love him, and

when you were talking about this now I am sure he was able to feel the love that you

were transcending to him in your words, thoughts, and heart. While the world has such

people who think of others - the hope for empathy is not lost.”

     He looked at me and I noticed that the drops from his heart reached the eyes and

burst out into small rivers that rolled down his cheeks. I hugged him as tight as I

possibly could, and he squeezed me even tighter. Old pictures gave birth to new

emotions of empathy, care, and gratitude that one genuinely needs in life. Maybe people

should consider re-watching their old photos - just to be more kind and empathetic to

one another?

     As time goes on memories, connections, words spoken fade away. Yet, the feeling of

encountering one’s soul stays for as long. Reaching to someone on a spiritual level

emerges the most sincere feeling. Hence I know that

your soul radiates all of my favorite colors. Such a dear person to my heart, in whom all

the warming shades of the sun have gathered. I cherish those moments kindly with full

gratitude for things lived, for the feelings shared. 
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On the other side of the glass

Cars keep on rushing.

As people pass,

Here - the sound’s gently brushing.

 

On the other side of the glass

Everyone runs to tomorrow.

Up here we go to the past,

But only in happiness, no sorrow.

 

On the other side of the glass

People are scattered.

In here it’s bright green grass,

Up here everyone matters.

 

On the other side of the glass

Everything’s a big mass.

On this side of the glass, we live in the moment

We’re at peace, even if we’re not home yet.

On the Other Side 

of the Glass

Alina Kovyrialova
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Murder in the Rain

Vira Kravchuk

Jem's heart pounded when she heard a

knock on the door. At night, when the Great

Flood is on the street, that knock seemed

impossible. Jem listened. She lived alone

for two months and moved in June to feel

grown up and independent. 

     At night everything is much scarier.

During the day, the knock on the door

would seem trivial, now the thoughts of

possible horrors like kidnappings,

murders, robberies, which Jem watched on

YouTube, were spinning in her mind.

     Jem Keith woke up from the sounds of

rain hitting the roof. Not just the rain, but a

real storm, as if someone in the sky forgot

to turn off the bath binging Netflix. A loud,

frightening bang was lashing the roof with

a steady stream. The room was without a

drop of light, even half-open blinds did not

save, through which the yellowish rays of

lamp posts usually broke. It was just

darkness and the attack of sounds.

     Jem shuddered and closed her eyes,

pulling a blanket over them. Then she

abruptly threw back her soft shield and

rose angrily. At night, the road to the toilet

is a real challenge: you need to find the

light switches in the dark while monsters in

gloomy corners and under the bed are

stretching hands to your neck. Jem

panicked when noticed with her side view

curved lines and blurred spots of

silhouettes in the rooms which she passed.

She finally achieved her goal. This brought

relief, and then the road to a warm safe

sleep base awaited her. The rain was only

growing. It was scary to imagine someone

walking straight down the street in such a

storm. Jem thought of a man being nailed

down by huge droplets like meteorites.  
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She went to the door.

    “Who is there?” Jem asked. 

    “It's Evelyn. Let me in, now!” she said and

sniffed.

   Jem exhaled with relief. Evelyn was a

childhood friend. They lived next door until

Jem moved away from her parents. The

door creaked and Evelyn burst into the

hallway, pushing Jem by the shoulder

inadvertently.

    “I will kill him. It can't go on anymore.

Idiot. He destroys my life every day. Today

was the last straw. He'll regret it.”

   Her wide-opened eyes ran from the

dresser to Jem and the ceiling. She was

running out of breath. And her thin brown

hair now hung as wet algae, sprinkling on

the scratched tiles.

   "Again? What happened?” Jem began.

“But wait. Give me your jacket. I'll bring a

towel and a blanket. Do you want to take a

shower? Maybe tea?”

    “Jem, I'm serious. I'll kill Kyle. I don't

have time for a shower and tea. I want you

to help me. Will you go to one place with

me?”

     “What are you talking about? You want

to murder your brother?” Jem felt how the

lack of sleep pierced her head with thin

needles.

     “Will you come with me or not? Now.”

    Her face, always with light make-up on,

now looked exhausted, with well-defined

bluish arches under her eyes. But that was

a very determined face 
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that Jem had never seen before.

   “It’s four in the morning…” Jem's gaze

slid over Evelyn's head, where a black

round clock hung. “Minimalism or non-

originality?” Jem kept thinking every time

she glanced at this aging ragged

mechanism, which seemed to have grown

into this apartment like all the furniture,

cut, torn, bought probably twenty years ago.

    “Can you explain anything?” Why do we

have to go somewhere in this storm?” Jem

asked.

     “It’s urgent. And on other days we can

be seen by someone. Now there is not even

a soul.” A small puddle on the floor has

already surrounded Evelyn.

    Jem closed her eyes and sighed. She

went to her room and put on a blue

oversized hoodie and black jeans. Jem's

fingers trembled at the realization that 

Evelyn sounded very serious and could

indeed commit murder. Where do you

learn how to act when your closest

childhood friend makes you an accomplice

to the murder? The murder of her brother.

      A lamp by the bed bathed the room in a

warm soft light. She looked at a narrow bed

and a wooden bedside table with a stack of

books, with Emily Bronte's “Wuthering

Heights” on top of them. Jam exhaled,

turned off the lamp, and returned to the

hallway, where Evelyn sat on a stool in the

corner, her head thoughtfully lowered to

the side, staring at the baseboard on the

floor.



    "Should I take an umbrella?” Jem asked,

"There's Armageddon outside, we’ll fly into

the air,” she giggled easily, trying to defuse

the tension in the apartment. Evelyn just

looked up wearily. No hint of a smile.

    “The umbrella will draw attention. And it

certainly won't save you.” Evelyn got up

from the stool and opened the door.

     “Is someone chasing us?” Jem asked.

     "Jem, we're going to a herbal shop where

I will buy poison underground. I need

poison for Kyle. I don't want to catch

anyone's eye."

  "Poison?" exclaimed Jem, "So you're

serious about murder?"

    Evelyn silently left the apartment. Jem

came up with nothing but to follow her.

They exited the porch and a sharp gust of

wind made Jem's eyes watery. Cold streams

of rain poured over her head, causing Jem

to shudder.

    "Are you coming?" Evelyn turned over

her shoulder.

  Jem caught her breath when an

unexpected explosion of thunder swept

across the sky, gradually subsiding. She felt

this petrification a long time ago, but

memories instantly popped into her head.

***

     Jem stood on a wide street between

lined houses with a small garden in front

of each. Scattered chalk laid beneath her

feet. Jem painted the laughing sun. Kyle sat

on the asphalt, hunched over the scribbles

of ninja-turtles. His narrow face and small 
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chestnut curls were also recognizable in

his younger sister, Evelyn. She bent over

her creation. Evelyn’s drawing was the

most beautiful, a red cat with huge eyes

and a long tail ending in a spiral.

      They were just finishing drawing with

chalk when a fierce stream of water broke

through the gloomy black sky, roaring

with freedom. Jem shrieked and

exchanged glances with Evelyn.

     "Turn off the phones. The lightning

will come now! ” Evelyn yelled, alarmed.

 At the age of 10, it seemed to them that if

you hold a phone on for at least a few

minutes when a storm rages, lightning

will definitely strike and kill you. Jem

remembered her grandmother's quick

preparations for the storm. She turned

off the TV, radio, phone, and God forbid

she saw anyone touching these devices.

    "Yeah, do not also sing and mention

God’s name, oh God." Kyle laughed. 

     He heard how Jem’s grandma said that

when God was angry with people for their

sins, he showed it with flashes of

lightning and thunder, so we had to wait

in silence.

   “Quiet, Kyle! What if it’s true?!"

exclaimed Evelyn, picking up the

remnants of wet chalk.

  Their clothes were soaking wet,

thousands of drops were running down

their bodies and puddles were gathering

in their sneakers, but the touch of rain

was pleasant, refreshing on a hot summer

day. Jem, Evelyn, and Kyle ran, laughed, 
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shouted happily to the sky, and the

splatters flew when their legs kicked water.

The fear of thunder and lightning turned

into simple joy. The lightness and airiness

of the moment filled their heads as if there

had never been fear. Thoughts change so

quickly when you're 10.

    Winded, they ran in a small yard

between their houses with boards, a barrel,

and a pile of tools nearby. Some of them

were covered with a plastic covering that

collected drops on a smooth surface.

      "Let's go to the fortress," Kyle shouted

and climbed into the likeness of a hut that

was really just a stack of well-laid planks.

They laid on top of each other in five rows

and the upper ones formed a canopy

slightly off the edges. Two smaller ones

stood on the side as a defensive wall of the

fortress. Kyle climbed first, then Jem and

Evelyn. They sat down on the grass they

had previously crumpled. The rain didn't

come in, the planks were surprisingly close

together like Jem was to Evelyn and Kyle.

His outstretched arms tried to rub the cold

on Evelyn’s skin. Evelyn trembled the most,

her teeth chattering loudly. Kyle hugged the

sister tightly.

    "I am sad about our drawings," Evelyn

said softly, "My cat was almost ready, but

now it's ruined."

     "You will draw so many more of those

cats and nothing's going to destroy them,

because we're going to embalm them." Kyle

shook his tired palms.

   "What are you saying?" Corpses are

embalmed, not paintings, ”said Jem.

      "By the way, about corpses," Kyle tapped

the pads of his fingers. "Who wants to hear

scary stories?" 

    Thunder smashed the sky, a terrible

sound.

***

    At 17, the fear of thunder did not

disappear so quickly. The darkness of the

night, the empty streets flooded with water

and the hard blows of the drops disgusted

Jem. She lowered the hood on her head and

hurried after Evelyn. Jem didn't understand

how her legs were still carrying the body in

the direction of the “poison” shop. What

the hell is it even? Some things just happen

automatically. And she was worried about

Evelyn and her murderous intentions in

the middle of the night. The finale did not

promise to be happy.

      "Tell me what happened," Jem began. 

     "Kyle has crossed all boundaries. I can't

endure that anymore. He spoils my life.”

Evelyn raised her voice but immediately

lowered it, remembering that she was on

the street, where it was still possible to

meet someone.

    "What did he do?" Jem asked.

    "He just took and smashed my paintings.

Five art pieces I worked on at nights and

planned to sell. Can you even imagine how

much money I could have earned? I need

money, I barely make ends meet.”
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     "What?!" Jem stood wide-eyed. "Why did

he do that?"

   "I told him to put his miserable life

together and stop drinking. He will soon be

fired and will end up on the streets. I can't

maintain us both. And I mentioned that

dad would have punished him for this

behavior. Kyle is a shame to our family. I

know, it's hard and maybe superfluous, but

it's true. He was so angry. Unfortunately,

the pictures were in sight and he attacked

them, grabbed, and threw them on the

floor to jump. Pure evil, whom I am going

to kill."

     Jem's eyes ran across the asphalt, which

was glistening with streams of water. She

hadn't seen Kyle in a long time. They

stopped talking when Jem was 13 and he

was 15. Kyle found a company with a

common interest in alcohol, then drugs. He

hated himself for this weakness and

inability to resist addiction, but he was

afraid of losing friends, and alcohol

brought relief from all worries. 

The biggest pain, that worsened his

drinking problems he felt when their

parents divorced and the father found a

new family. He called once a month, but it

was an absurdly dry short conversation.

Kyle was furious with his father and

terribly disappointed. He often did not

spend nights at home, and their mother

decided not to interfere because he almost

turned 16. She treated Evelyn more strictly,

but the daughter also did not receive

proper attention. Jem wanted so badly to

take Evelyn away from her crazy family to a

little fortress that protected them from the

rain, and now from Kyle. He promised to

protect Evelyn's drawings but became a

ruin for them. Jem couldn't forgive him.

She had been through so much with Evelyn

that she was ready to do anything for her.

Jem never even thought whether "anything"

involved assisting in the murder.  

     "I can't, I can't…" Jem stopped and looked

at Evelyn. A street lamp illuminated her wet

face and created dark deep shadows under

her eyes. Even in such a dim light, the

confusion was clear.

   "No one else can help me. We are

friends, I thought you would understand,"

Evelyn stared at the asphalt.

     "Do you want me to talk to Kyle?" He

can't be that awful. It's just the influence of

alcohol. He always praised your paintings…"

     Jem couldn't find the words.  Thoughts

drove at each other as racing cars and

crashed into a pile of distorted pieces.

"We’re going to embalm them" sounded

remotely in her head.
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     "Jem, you don't understand. He's not the

cute boy you knew anymore. That Kyle

would never smash my paintings. I'm

already confused about who he is and how

I should treat him. "

     Evelyn's voice trembled as her body was

soaked. They were silent. The rain subsided

for some time but then banged again,

opening all the sky taps to the fullest. Two

figures, hunched over from the cold, stood

on an empty street, facing each other. The

sneakers were flooded with water that went

higher and higher.

     "I'll go. Sorry for involving you in this

mess. My emotions prevailed as usual."

Evelyn turned and quickly began to walk

away. 

    Jem wanted to stop her but the words

stuck in her throat. She was scared. She

didn't want to take part in the murder , why

was she even standing there dripping

instead of lying in her warm bed.It was not

her job to unravel other people's problems

and emotional outbursts. She could still see

the small, thin outlines in the yellowish

light until Evelyn's figure receded and the

outlines became completely blurred,

hidden behind a wall of rain.

***

     There was a light in the corridor. Jem

forgot to turn it off when she left the

apartment. The water draining from Evelyn

was still visible on the floor. Jem thought it

was time to sit dramatically leaning against 
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the door like in the movies, but the floor

was wet and cold and she was not in the

movie. Jam dropped her clothes on the

floor by the bed. Hot water in the shower

flowed over her frozen body. From a sharp

temperature change, the skin tingled.

    "Today I’m having a contrast shower. A

little more and I'll start eating healthy and

going to the gym regularly, "thought Jem,

staring at one of the tiles on the wall. 

     She wanted to be distracted by anything,

to forget this strange night. She wanted to

run away from her thoughts, which ate her

from the inside, gnawed slowly, enjoying

each piece and letting her feel the full taste

of emotions, actions, words that can not be

changed. These words or actions will

remain connected to her with a barely

visible thread that will become thinner and

thinner every year, especially if the

worldview, attitudes, and abilities take on a

new form. Later she will not remember

what was said or done but at that moment

some words, actions had a decisive role,

determining the way she went. Jem couldn't

tell if she had done the right thing, but she

knew for sure that Evelyn would ruin her

life with murder. The poison was easy to

identify by analysis. Why didn't she tell her

that, didn't stop her? What if, apart from

the paintings, Kyle decided to smash

Evelyn's head? Fear gripped Jem.

      Much depends on the things that often

happen on emotions, when some inner

arrow pulled in this direction, 
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and not the other. Jem felt nausea at the

thought of this arrow in her stomach,

pulsing in the direction of murder and

unpredictable devastating consequences.

From the shower, she mechanically went to

the room where she began to put on wet

clothes. The steamed body shuddered at

the sticky icy touch of fabric. The stomach

was terribly twisted, nausea came almost to

the throat. Jem restrained herself. Part of

her mind protested against these actions,

and the other silently controlled the hands

pulling clothes. 

     Jem ran outside. The cloudburst stopped

and was replaced by light rain falling in

small soft crumbs. Jem noticed nothing but

paving slabs and raindrops. She knew

where she was running and understood 

that a terrible picture could await her. The

sidewalk, the stairs, the tiles in front of the

door were the only things she remembered

from that road. Her breath caught,  her

heart jumped touching the chest. Jem

covered her mouth with a piece of hoodie

to calm her breath and not wake the

neighbors. She rang the bell. It rang eerily

in the complete silence of the porch. Jem's

heart pounded in her head. She counted

ten heartbeats. At the eleventh, the door

quietly opened. n a narrow gap stood

Evelyn with tearful red eyes and disheveled

hair.  "She is alive!” Jem thought relieved. 

     After seeing Jem, Evelyn opened the

door wider and silently walked back down

the hall and to the right. She disappeared

behind the wall. 
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Jem's body trembled with cold and fear,

which choked her throat with mighty

fingers. A narrow corridor with a chair in

the corner and a shelf nailed to the wall

was illuminated by a dim yellow light from

another room hidden partly behind the

wall. On the floor between the scattered

shoes, Jem noticed red stains and drops.

They stretched linearly from the threshold

and disappeared around the corner.

   "It is blood. This is Kyle's blood.

Everything is done as Evelyn promised

"thought Jem. “Nonono, I'm late. What

should I do?! She screamed. Inside.

Everything was quiet.

    Jem walked cautiously down the hall,

trying to avoid the bloody tracks. Turning

to the right, she went into the room and

already drew a picture of Kyle with a knife

sticking out of his chest, blood streaming

behind the sofa, and a thick carpet

munching with blood at every step. 

     The carpet was indeed covered in blood,

but it dripped from Kyle's leg as he was

lying near the couch. Alive. A piece of glass

protruded from his leg, which penetrated

deep into the skin after a sharp reckless

step.  He didn't even open his eyes to see

who had come. A grimace of pain curled

his face, lips almost disappeared, eyebrows

arched bizarrely, streams of tears dried on

his cheeks. Fragments of glass from paint

jars were scattered throughout the room,

broken canvases of paintings were thrown

in the corner like a pile of rubbish.

     Evelyn could not kill her brother, she

was furious, but let go of this emotion,

replacing it with great pity. Kyle cried and

repented of his aggression, impulsiveness.

Something childish flashed in his features.

At that moment Jem felt his genuine desire

to fight addiction. Who knows whether he

will? But one problem at a time. First, they

need to take a piece of glass from his foot. 

     Evelyn sat down next to Kyle and gently

stroked his shoulder. She leaned against

him and whispered something, barely

moving her lips. Even without the light of

the floor lamp, her eyes would be visible, as

it began to turn gray in the street, and the

clouds flew lazily after weeping profusely

above the ground.

     Jam walked around the shards of glass

and sat down next to Evelyn. What could

she say? Even the rain was silent. Jem

didn't hear when it calmed down. The day

was just the beginning; many explanations

awaited her, but now she needed silence to

realize all the decisions she, Evelyn, and

Kyle made that night. Jem could not have

imagined that her way to the toilet at night

would end in this room of chaos and bitter

realizations. The planks and the crumpled

grass in the courtyard fortress appeared in

her memory. Scary stories were no longer

just fiction told by Kyle. They have become

a reality in adult life. But you can run away

from monsters or defeat them, even if they

are inside.
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Inside this box is a secret

You want to know it now, 

but there is something about it, 

that makes you shake and doubt,

 

Are you scared to find out?

Too nosy, look in!

Inside this box is a secret, 

You put your hands on it,

 

On the bottom of the box,

A mirror reflects a light,

It shows you all the things about you,

You can’t accept about yourself,

 

Inside this box is your secret

You know it now,

Now there is something in it, 

That keeps your close around.

Jana Ozolina 

Inside This Box Is a Secret
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Veronika Shevchenko
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we are happier because

we are together

Scan the code to watch the video essay
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pov: your exchange semester in South Korea is over,
you are saying goodbyes to your friends and

dreaming to come back soon
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Foreword: Perhaps, I do not possess a right to talk about people whom I have never gotten a

chance to encounter in real life. Despite agreeing and disagreeing with this fact at the same

time, I have to confess that in my heart and soul I feel the authenticity of the words spoken by

Janna - whom this following narrative will be about. Hence, I choose to believe it, and by

doing so - I transform. I want to scream out loud about this sincere discovery so that more

and more people would hear her profound story. Therefore, by observing the versatility and

strength of the human soul - Janna’s soul, an eye-opening experience is brought upon me. 

 

     When you think of a strong woman, perhaps, the first associations to rise in your mind

would be - powerful, rational, unbreakable in both mental and physical ways; a wonder-

woman of sorts. Frankly, I used to define this term in the same exact way - a woman who

does not let her emotions take over - until I made an astonishing discovery about Janna

Lapidus at the beginning of this year. Sadly, her name is mostly unknown in the modern                   

world. Nonetheless, this woman’s story genuinely inspired  and helped me to redefine 

Miroslava Yarkova 
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the word ‘strong’. Indeed, her name was foreign to me

until I found out about her connection to the

legendary American blues musician - whose soulful

and healing music resonates in my heart - Stevie Ray

Vaughan. Janna was his fiancee for the last 4 years

until Stevie’s death did them part in 1990.

     My thoughts are traveling from one part of the

brain to another but the first one that comes to the

memory - is the quote from Stevie Ray Vaughan’s

performance of “Life Without You” in New Jersey,

1985: “We are all here to help each other, love each

other, and be brothers and sisters. We've got one chance

Janna Lapidus 

The Strongest Woman I Know

:
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in this life, and that is to learn to love everybody else and treat them just like ourselves.

Let's all try to learn a few things and pick each other up when we're down. And not

push anybody down cause we're up." 

     Stevie and Janna firstly met when he was on the tour in Wellington, New Zealand

in 1986. She was walking by his hotel as he was sitting outside, and noticed this

incredibly beautiful Russian-born young woman, and approached to talk. The

connection sparked between them immediately as if it was clear from the very first

meeting - they were soulmates. When Stevie left to continue his tour in Europe they

remained in touch and he would always call. Yet, very soon in September of 1986

Stevie Ray collapsed in his hotel room in Germany from a near death dehydration

due to immense drug and alcohol consumption, barely alive he was taken to the

hospital there until a private clinic was found for him in London. Once Janna found

out about what happened she flew all the way from New Zealand to see him in

London and provide the support and care that his fragile nature needed the most at

that time. 

     Once Stevie checked himself into rehab to go through a 12 steps program

designed for recovery from addictions, she was there by his side. Janna did exactly

what Stevie used to say “We are all here to help each other, love each other, and be

brothers and sisters. We've got one chance in this life, and that is to learn to love

everybody else and treat them just like ourselves. Let's all try to learn a few things and

pick each other up when we're down. And not push anybody down cause we're up."

     Janna helped Stevie with mental comfort when the scarcity of reality without a

drink or drug made him vulnerable. From the very beginning, Janna was able to

recognize a beautiful soul struggling and never gave up on him because such

qualities of her as empathy and the ability to put herself in the place of another

person were strongly rooted. 

    Hence to my understanding, Janna Lapidus is the strongest woman. First, she put

herself in Stevie’s shoes and picked him up when he had hit the bottom, helping him

to recover from addictions. He abused drugs and alcohol for around 25 years of his

life. Hence the capacity to survive a day without it was a great victory. Step by step day

after day he was recovering. Once Stevie finished a 12 steps program in a

rehabilitation center in Atlanta, Georgia in 1986 - he flew all the way to New Zealand

to see Janna just for a couple of days before his tour would start again. “We just

wanted to be together” she explained. 
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      Usually, when we see a person abusing drugs and alcohol the sense of fear takes

us over, we might be afraid to go in and assist them since it requires a lot of patience

and belief in the other person. Janna was not afraid, she had seen Stevie struggle.      

      Secondly, Janna had lived through the tragic event of a helicopter crash that took

away Stevie’s life in 1990. It was August 26th, 1990, Stevie had played the concert with

Eric Clapton in Alpine Valley, Wisconsin, and did not want to wait until the next

morning to depart to Chicago. He wanted to call Janna as soon as possible.

Surprisingly one seat became available in one of the four helicopters reserved for

Eric Clapton and his staff. Stevie took that seat, the seat took his life. The heavy fog

and mountain terrain were the key factors that caused the helicopter to crash into a

hill just a few minutes after it took off. Next morning when the news of Stevie’s death

was announced the whole world of blues wallowed in sorrow. Janna was expecting a

phone call from him that night once he would have made it to Chicago. Sadly, he

never made it there. 

 

     “My world stopped. I struggled with the numbing, intensely personal pain of losing

my partner, as well as trying to understand that his loss had to be shared with so

many others that adored him. The feeling that is very protective of him and our

relationship still resides. © Janna, Foreword to “Four Years in Pictures: Offstage with

Stevie Ray Vaughan 1986-1990”

     And now imagine being 21 years old, engaged to the first love of your life, and

experiencing the sudden death of him? Then somehow be able to move on and

continue living in a foreign country knowing that the reminders of him would follow

everywhere? I possess zero knowledge of how she overcame this in her soul. However,

I believe that Janna’s firm inner strength helped throughout the darkest nights. 

      “Bittersweetness found in a loved ones things left behind...yet, beyond those things -

what endures is the unequivocal value of what you hold dear in your being, that you

found in a soul companion, who you were together, through knowing the times and love

shared - that becomes part of who you are and that you carry within.” © Janna

     And the final, third reason, is that despite everything Janna has so much love,

empathy, and care for other people who appreciated Stevie’s music that she 
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continued his legacy by printing a book “Four Years in Pictures: Offstage with Stevie

Ray Vaughan” in 2016 - 26 years after SRV’s life was taken. 

     “The compelling feeling that guided me and led me in writing my book – including

the foreword – has offered some delayed healing of sorts, by not only restoring my

voice, but also by honoring a part of Stevie’s life. A part of his life he lived with dignity,

grace, honesty, respect, striving for health, and to do the right thing. In the years since

his passing, to have that part of his life ignored, displaced, or undermined, as it has

been, would be missing an important part of who and how he was. I hoped to offer

some clarity in a cohesive and concise way to tell our story through pictures and

narrative, to shed light on any hearsay or speculation.”

     Now imagine, for 26 years you kept the memories of your private life, memories

that might still hurt, but you care about the person who passed away and their legacy

remarkably that you give all that preciousness to people that admire Stevie and take

inspiration from him. Janna is furthermore incredibly grateful for the times she’s

had and wants to show the ‘beautiful soul’ to those who need sincerity in their lives.

Taking into consideration a fact that there were some speculations regarding Janna

wanting the profits from the book - I shall say that the work was printed only once as

a limited edition with Janna’s genuine words explaining the purpose of it - for you to

get to know what kind of person he was. 

     All these three reasons are my ultimate inspiration and encouragement to help

people around, not be judgemental, but be able to see the soul of the person behind

their physical cover, since we do fall in love with souls and personalities that physical

bodies just happened to carry. 

    The most crucial thing that this narrative teaches us -- is to redefine the word

‘strong.’ As previously mentioned we usually associate this term with powerful,

ambitious, and unbreakable in both physical and mental ways. Yet by her example,

Janna re-defined the word strong - as an ability to have empathy, love, and care for

other people along with self-sacrifice and never-ending eagerness ‘to pick other

people up when they are down.’

    This way, I myself have always thought that having a big sense of empathy could

only hurt me, and that is indeed the truth - a lot of empathy is always on the edge of

helping someone with the dark side of being hurt yourself by that pain you take away. 
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Therefore, some of us know it but still go on with the same greatly empathetic outlook

on people. Frankly, it is impossible not to get hurt, but when we choose empathy over

the fear of being hurt, offended, or neglected - we become stronger both in our soul

and spirit. Janna was the one to prove it by her life examples. Moreover, I inspire us

to take it and carry on the same attitude towards others by picking them up when

they are down, because 

“We are all here to help each other, love each other, and be brothers and sisters. We've

got one chance in this life, and that is to learn to love everybody else and treat them

just like ourselves. Let's all try to learn a few things and pick each other up when we're

down. And not push anybody down cause we're up." 

      Janna was able to move the hearts by being empathetic, loving, and caring, 

clearly -- by being strong. 
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All quotes were used from the book “Texas Flood: The Inside Story of Stevie Ray

Vaughan” 2019 by Andy Alendort and Alan Paul and “Four Year In Pictures off Stage

with Stevie Ray Vaughan - 1989-1990” by Janna Lapidus, 2016.

 watercolor by  Moroz
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The Strings of My Soul

Karina Syrotiuk

     A woman’s solemn voice from the stage

proclaims to the impatient audience:

“Welcome Karina Syrotiuk performing

“Meditation” by Jules Massenet!” Having

forgotten about fear, I walk out from

behind a heavy crimson curtain right into

the center of the spotlight aimed directly at

me. The audience bursts with applause and

excitement. Standing in front of a

microphone that is always ready to catch

every sound, I try to see something beyond

the white – so familiar to me – lights.

Hundreds – or perhaps thousands – of eyes

stare at me expectantly from the darkness.

Behind me, the first soft notes under the

skillful fingers of the accompanist finally

cut the silence. The leisurely unfolded

chord in D-major rises smoothly to the

ceiling, like the faint scent of a ruddy

peony. Each note, like spring pollen, shines

in the eyes of the listeners. 

   The second bar passes and I put my

amber violin on my shoulder. My fingers

find their place on the silver strings, and

the bow, with its snow-white hair, finally

allows my violin to sing. Quiet at first but

louder with each note, the melody – so dear

to my heart! – flows into a spacious hall, as

if in a bright sky. Any thoughts subside,

giving way to living art. The shiny piano

and my fiddle violin have an elusive

dialogue with each other, then getting

louder, then subsiding again. Being in the

center of attention of a bright stream of

light from the searchlights, my singing

violin shimmers with all shades of autumn

and amber while the silver strings swell

from a gentle touch of the bow. My fingers

perfectly know every next note and all I can

do is marvel at this unearthly musical

miracle. 

     Gradually, the melody goes from forte to

piano and keeps a long note D on the

lowest string. In response, the piano goes

into silence, too, and waits for further

instructions. The audience is about to

scatter applause but… The bow waits for a

few moments and – unexpectedly, perhaps

even for itself – begins a completely

different theme on the top string. The

myriads of sounds fade away and are born

again under my fingers. The last lulling

flageolet hangs in the air, and the bow

reluctantly breaks away from the silvery

strings and slightly rises above the violin,

as if admiring its own success. With the

sound of thunderous applause in the

background, I seem to wake up from a

wonderful dream, again notice this bright

white light on my face and remind myself 
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that I am still here on stage. The

concertmaster comes up to me, and we

thank the audience for their participation

in this musical miracle with a slight bow. 

     It has been my greatest passion since

the earliest years of my life – music. The

violin first appeared in my heart when I

was six years old. Then, a girl of a little age

and a big dream, I touched the first violin

in my life: very small, dark-brown, and very

patient with my countless attempts to get a

good enough sound from it. Starting from

that young age, I was building a habit of

spending about two hours per day playing –

this is to say ‘trying’ – my dream-about

violin. At first, it was difficult to place all

fingers of my left hand on the strings since

I could not imagine what to do with them

and how my small hands were supposed to

create such beautiful music I once heard

from the symphonic orchestra at the

concert. 

     My teacher, a wonderful middle-aged

woman with gentle hands and an

amazingly kind heart, never got tired of

explaining to me how to hold the bow and

violin correctly. This is she who

demonstrated all courage to give me pretty

difficult pieces of music to play once she

witnessed any improvement in my musical

skills. Probably the hardest thing was for

my parents who – being people unprepared

for many hours of musical performances

in their home – turned out to be honored

to my promising journey into the delightful

world of instrumental music. At the same

time, there was no greater joy for me than

to see my mother’s slightly nervous but

happy eyes, cheering me from the fourth

row of listeners in the hall when I stood on

stage at my numerous concerts.

     There is still a picture before my eyes

where I was playing at the first concert in

my life. It happened at the end of my first 
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Karina,  the first year of learning violin, 2009, at home
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year of exploring musical art. I probably

need to clarify some terms at this point. So,

at the end of each year of study at a music

school, students present one musical piece

to the institution’s teachers, parents, and

other students who are willing to hear their

peers trying their best at the concert. When

this occasion was about to happen in my

life for the first time, I was precisely

working on my first academically accepted

piece. Several long hours were spent both

at the music school during lessons and at

home in order to produce a clean and

relatively beautiful sound from my violin. I

remember the name of my debut melody –

“Variations in C-major for the violin

accompanied by the piano.” The note

sheets of this piece are carefully kept in

one of several folders on the piano in my

room. As I was learning this lovely melody,

my teacher circled almost every note and

passage, highlighted the key signs, and

underlined every word from academic

terminology in Italian indicating how

exactly the piece should be played. 
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     When the glorious concert-day finally

came, I, together with my mother, went to

the music school carrying everything

essential for my best performance possible:

my favorite dress – sewn by my mother –

with ruffles on the sleeves and bottom,

shiny hair clips, pretty shoes with straps, a

packet of apple juice, two sandwiches with

butter and cheese, music sheets – even

though I was going to perform it by

memory – and, of course, my amber violin.

Under the final guidance of my teacher, I

practiced my piece with the accompanist

and – with an excited sigh – went to the

stage. Behind the curtain separating the

stage and us – those who nervously wait for

their turn – my peers perform their best in

front of their lovely parents, demanding

but still the best in the world teachers, and,

of course, other young musicians who

sincerely smile since they have already

gone through the most nervous moment in

the lives (this is to say performing at the

concert that we are going to experience). 

Karina, the third year of learning violin, 2013
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     I stand behind the heavy, dark red

curtain, listen to the peer playing on the

stage, hold my amber violin and a slim bow

with snow-white hairs, and wonder why my

accompanist – a middle-aged woman

playing the piano with me – is so incredibly

calm at such a hilarious moment in life! In

a minute, with the sound of approaching

footsteps, the student walks from the stage

past me, which means that now is my turn.

I hear my name and the name of my piece

of music and walk out from backstage.

Wow, this is the first time in my six-year-

long life when I see people from the

perspective of one on the stage! My

accompanist sits at the shiny-black grand

piano. In anticipation and with a sense of

sincere complicity in my delight, she looks

at me expecting some – known only to us –

sign allowing us to strike the first note. 

     I nod almost imperceptibly and we start

to play. The listeners are watching me in

my most wonderful dress and listening

with extraordinary attention to every word

sung by my violin. My little hands apply all

their knowledge of the musical mastery

and produce a pretty – as for a six-year-old

child – melody. The bow – not quite

confidently yet but sincerely – is touching

the shiny strings, and the violin, childishly

naive, is laughing with its colorful and

exciting voice. The last bars are flowing

into the hall and – here it is! – the very last

note: sung with an unexpectedly beautiful 

“vibrato”! I hold the bow on the string for

another moment, when the sound of stern,

but generous applause interrupts my

thoughts. Like in a dream, I move back to

the heavy curtain where both my teacher

and my mother happily run to me, gift me

with their hugs, and excitedly comment on

my performance: “What a little Paganini

you are, little girl! And what a splendid last

note!” I smile back at them, still not quite

believing that all these miracles are

happening to me right now!

       For the following more than twelve

years, I have been still living in my

unearthly world of music. I have grown up,

and even my violin is much bigger now

than when I was that little girl in a dress

with ruffles. During this time, I have lived a

whole life in my musical universe. Music

camps with hundreds of other children

playing various musical instruments. The

violin ensemble at the music school.

Numerous music competitions abroad. The

romance of the concert bustle behind the

scenes and professionalism on the stage.

The symphony orchestra – a new page in

my life. Endless rehearsals. Unforgettable

trips with the orchestra around the world.

The beauty of a valuable melody that comes

to my mind after many years. My amber

violin. And its silvery strings. Now, I am a

grown-up girl. But still with an incredible

dream in my heart…
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 A heavy crimson curtain opens…

 This bright white light directed at me…

 The eyes behind the lights…

 And my amber violin…

 

Karina, the ninth year of learning violin, 2018
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This game is delicate and fragile,

It can easily be destroyed and it’s game over.

 

This game is only for two

Another player cannot join

Because it will disturb this delicate balance.

 

This game is beautiful,

Is passionate,

And the players go crazy.

And it can last forever when you know how to play it.

 

In this game, when played well, you give up your life to your partner

Without any restrictions or conditions

Because this game called “LOVE” doesn’t have rules nor limitations.

 

To the love of my life, Patty

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Katherine Handal*

A Passionate Game
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*The poem is originally written in Spanish by Zojel Alex Handal

Handal, Katherine's father. It is devoted to Patty Gabrie de Handal,

Katherine's mother. 
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Queen of People's Hearts

 Liudmyla Germanyuk

   It was the last day of summer. 31st

August, 1997. There were tons of flowers

before Buckingham Palace and people were

carrying more and more. Letters and

children toys were left by mourners. It

seemed like ordinary life stopped in

London for this day. It happened because

of her death. The woman who was fighting

with stereotypes about royal life and

seeking personal happiness. The woman

who was the icon of womanhood and

fashion. Her name is Princess Diana and

she still remains the idol for many

generations because of being so close with

people regardless of her status of princess.

   I got interested by the biography of

Princess Diana after I came home from

school in April of 2011 and saw the

fabulous wedding ceremony of her son,

William, and Kate Middleton. I was amazed

by the amount of charity campaigns she

had taken part in and her unconditional

love towards people. However, her personal

life intrigued me the most as it didn’t

remind the flawless royal life at all…

     Diana always seemed iconically cheerful

and peaceful in public. However, nobody

really knew the truth behind the mask she 

was wearing and the details of her personal

life. It changed in 2004 when the video

tapes of her conversation with her public

speaking consultant Peter Settelen was

revealed by him. The conversations were

recorded in order to enhance Princess

Diana’s oratorical skills by revealing

everything she hadn’t been able to speak

up before*. When I first heard this

interview, I was surprised by its intimacy

and emotionality. Diana freely answered

every question, she was a like bird who

finally got out from a cage and could

express herself in any way. I believe she

was so truthful because these tapes were

supposed to not be revealed to anyone…

never.

   Peter started the conversation with

asking about her childhood. Diana shared

that she didn’t experience love from her

parents, they never hugged or kissed her.

The constant fights between parents left an

emotional scar in her heart so their

divorce, when she was 5 years old, was no

surprise to her. Unlike the second

marriage of her father about which she

found out from the newspaper. She

recalled the talk with her father on the next

day after that sudden piece of news.  

*As noted in Documentary 2017: Diana revealed
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    “I want to explain to you why I’ve got

married to Raine,” her father started to

justify himself when she came to clear

things out.

    “Well, we don’t like her,” Diana was

using “we” instead of “I” talking on behalf

of her three siblings.

        “I know that but you’ll grow to love her

as I have,” he seemed pretty calm.

    “Well, we won’t,” Diana was getting

angry. “That’s from all of us for hurting

us,” Diana slapped him across the face and

slammed the door. 

     He followed her, got her by her wrist,

turned around and said: “Don’t you ever

talk to me like that again”.

   “Don’t you ever do that to us again,”

Diana said and walked off.

      It was after that conversation when she

realized that she had to be a powerful

independent woman who could stand for

herself in any circumstances. That

situation portrayed her as a principled girl

who could protect her close people and

who didn’t tolerate the lie in her life.

Moreover, Diana didn’t find the power to

forgive her father and warm up their

relationship for the rest of her life. 

     As the life continued, her intuition was

telling that her path would change

drastically soon. She wasn’t talented in

academics or any piece of art but she

desperately wanted to serve people. 

   “I knew that something profound was

coming my way. I knew I was different from

my friends in where I was going,” she

shared with Peter. Diana wasn’t waiting

long for that crucial moment.

     Diana encountered Prince Charles when

she was 16 years old as he was in the

relationship with her sister with whom he

broke up in a few months. Then, 19-year

old Diana visited polo match where Charles

played in 1980. She said on the tape that he

instantly fell in love with her and started

talking about marriage. However, Diana

found his courting abilities pretty strange.

He would call her every day for a week and

then disappeared for a month. She

accepted that because by that time the

press penetrated into their relationships

not leaving her time to reflect on such

behavior. She would find out the reason for

their sudden wedding a bit later. The royal

family was already looking for the match

for 32-year-old Charles and were

completely delighted by Diana as she was

from a British nobility. Therefore, Charles

was asked by Queen Elizabeth II to not

protract and make a proposal as soon as

possible*. Diana recalled the interview on

the engagement day and one particular

response that Charles gave.

     “Are you in love?” the interviewer asked

the couple.

  “Yes, of course we are,” Diana said

instantly.

     “Whatever in love means,” Charles said

abruptly. Diana was shocked because of his

response but was quickly dragged into the

preparation for the ceremony.

*As noted in Documentary 2017: Diana revealed
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    Having in her mind the image of

divorced parents, Diana tried her best to

make her marriage with Prince Charles

work. She was taking courses on royal

etiquette and public speaking while

maintaining the role of loving wife and

mother of two sons. She maintained close

communication with her sons, educated

them on the media attention they were

getting and tried to give them a normal

childhood by attending public parks and

cafes.   

      However, it required two people to save

the marriage and as her husband told

Diana after he had renewed the

relationship with his former girlfriend in

1986: “Well, I refuse to be the only prince

of Wales who never had a mistress”*. 

      Prince Charles didn’t see any problem

in his relationship with another woman as

he thought that Diana would always wait for

him and her royal status would never allow

her to divorce him. 

However, he forgot that offended woman

was capable of everything.

    After turning for help to Queen

Elizabeth II and receiving silence in

response, Diana was devastated. Moreover,

as time passed, media started spreading

rumors about her affairs with bodyguards,

government officials and even members of

royal family**. Diana was like a product

that they could make money out of. he

couldn’t go out without being chased by

freelance photographers and local news

interviewers who were extremely curious of

her extramarital life. She didn’t give any

comments regarding her private life until

that conversation with Peter Settelen.

      “I was deeply in love with someone who

worked in this environment,” she answered

when Peter asked to refute the rumors. It’s

thought that she was referring to her

bodyguard Barry who was transferred to

other place because of the suspicion of

their affair in 1986. Diana denied any kind

of sexual relationships with him

mentioning that he was the most

supportive person in her life in that period

of time. She added that she felt completely

broken after Barry was gone from her life

and her royal life became unbearable.

      “Well anything good I ever did nobody

ever said a thing, never said, `well done', or

`was it OK?'  But if I tripped up, which

invariably I did, a ton of bricks came down

*From the BBC1 Panorama interview
**From the BBC1 Panorama interview
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on me,” Diana shared on her BBC1

Panorama interview in 1995. The situation

with the “revenge dress”, which Diana wore

on the day when Prince Charles admitted

his extramarital affairs on the interview,

proved her words. She was extremely

criticized by media, royal family and even

friends for having too “daring” image

letting her emotions outweigh the royal

etiquette*. However, nobody asked a

question: Wasn’t it just an act of release of

her inner-self and showing that she finally

found her mission? During her marriage

with Charles, the press was portraying her

emotional state as unstable but people

didn’t believe that as she was trying to hide

any signs of depression in public. Hardly

did they know that tabloids were never so

close to the truth… Diana told about her

depression and bulimia for the first time in

1992. She shared that even her close

friends hadn’t believed that she had had

problems with health because she hadn’t

lost weight as with anorexia. They just had

thought that she had been wasting food.      

   “That was my secret disease. I wasn’t

loved by someone or needed. Eating as

much food as possible and then vomiting.

This process was my escape mechanism

from the life full of the anxiety  and

misunderstandings,” Diana said as her

eyes were filling up with tears. I believe she

found the salvation in her job and public

duties. She didn’t succeed in marriage but

she decided to do her best in career and

support those who were in need. Her

charitable actions showed her grace and

love that she couldn’t share with her

husband.

     “You know, people think that at the end

of the day a man is the only answer.

Actually, a fulfilling job is better for me,”

Diana shared after Settelen asked her

about her current emotional state. After

her scandalous BBC1 Panorama interview

in 1995 when she shared that both her and

Prince Charles had extramarital affairs,

Queen Elizabeth II approved their divorce. 

It was finalized in 1996 and Diana

immersed herself in the public duties

completely.

     Her perception of commitment to

people was radical. After experiencing

devastating mental breakdown alone, Diana

felt that she needed to support those who

were rejected by the society. At the

beginning of 1990s there still was the myth

that the HIV and AIDS could be transmitted

through touch so you should not approach

sick person closely**. She was the first

member from royal family who came to the

hospital and touched the patients with

AIDS. Her smile didn’t come out from her

lips the whole day. She knew that a lot of

people would criticize her for that act,

many would say that it was a PR campaign.

However, she  also knew that her act would

support

*As noted by rd.com

**As noted by Insider.com
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millions of people and remove the shame

that was identified with the disease. 

     “I'd like to be a queen of people's hearts,

in people's hearts,” she said on the tape.

And she surely was. She was giving people

that support she hadn’t received in the

crucial period of her life. 

    She became “queen of people’s hearts”

not because of just talking about justice but

because of actually doing actions that

inspire people to behave justly. When the

photos of Diana wearing protecting helmet

and jacket were seen worldwide, a lot of

people thought it was a joke because it

seemed inappropriate for the princess to

be in such outfit. However, it was a part of 

Diana’s mission in Angola to support

worldwide ban on landmines in January of

1997, couple of months before her death. It

wasn’t common for famous people at the

end of 20th century to pay attention to the

war conflicts around the world. Despite of

the fact that the war in Angola was still

going on, grass was no longer showing on

the land because of amount of dust and

bombs, parents saw how their children

dying but the world was silent about the

problem. Therefore, Diana was a person

ahead of time as she was one of those who

started to use the fame for bringing

attention to global problems. She walked

across the minefield to show that people

who lived in danger every day needed the

support from governments. She was 

radical in her sacrificial love for people as

she knew that the bomb could explode any

second. Diana was like the global soldier

who wanted to save every person from the

injustice of the world and who was fighting

without any sign of hesitation.

      It was one of her last campaigns before

the tragic car accident in 1997 and it

became crucial for the whole world. Her

influence on the issue had an enormous

effect on creating Ottawa Treaty – the

worldwide ban on landmines’ use that was

issued just couple of days after Diana’s

death.* 

    Princess Diana remained “queen of

people’s hearts” because of her

unconditional love towards people and

strong character. The fact that even after

20 years after her death she is still

remembered and loved among people talks

about the legacy that she left. The legacy

that every woman deserves to be and can

be happy despite of all the betrayals and

rumors. The legacy that a woman can be

successful without a husband. The legacy

that a woman doesn’t owe anything to

anyone. The legacy that nothing can break

a woman if she has a mission in her heart.

After the divorce she could choose to

surrender her royal authority and lead an

ordinary way of life but she chose to follow

her mission: serving people. That’s why

people still come to the Buckingham Palace

on 31st August to pray for and to honor

this great woman.

*As noted by bbc.com
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I have so much more to give 

Some laugh to lean 

And love to live

 

That overflowing sense of self 

With pumping energetic cells 

 

They flood the streets 

They spread the light 

The life becomes hell’s paradise 

 

And there is more and more to come 

Where are they from?

And where’ve they gone?

 

The light that’s pure

The light that calms

The light that’s tearing me in parts 

 

Love.

I Have So Much More to Give

Miroslava Yarkova 
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    The following two infographics have been created by two students for Second

Language Acquisition class at LCC International University taught by Thor

Sawin.

    In general, Second Language Acquisition (SLA) field studies questions and

problems connected to how people learn languages other than their native

languages (their mother tongues). Researchers look at the process of acquiring

languages, how one's brain works, what techniques and methods are most

useful for teaching languages, etc. The field is valuable for both linguists and

language teachers. 

    At LCC, students of Second Language Acquisition were assigned to create

language learning trajectories. The task was to create an infographic that

represents somebody's else language learning path with all ups and downs,

reflection on the choices made and techniques applied, etc. SLA students had to

interview a person they knew, complete the story of his or her life, and analyze

the results based on the theory they had learned in class. 

    An infographic is a visual representation of one's research results compared

to the more ordinary format of a paper. The infographics for this class turned

out long one-piece files, so Calliope's editors had to break them down into

several parts to make them easier to read. Zoom in the pages and study the

information thoroughly.

Language Learning

Trajectories
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Handy Glossary
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L1 – First language; the language(s) you speak since early childhood; your

native language/your mother tongue

L2 – Second language; the language(s) you have learned when you were

older

Target language – a foreign language you want to learn

Lingua franca – a terms which describes a language that two speakers with

different L1s use to communicate with each other (for example, a German

and an Italian can use Dutch as lingua franca)

Imagined community – the perceived community where the language is

spoken (“imagined” because you can’t meet every person)

Ideal self – how the learner sees himself or herself when the learner is

fluent in L2

Ought-to Self – what the learners think they should be able to do with

language

Intrinsic motivation – the reason to learn a language comes from within

you, it’s your desire

Extrinsic motivation – the reason to learn a language comes from the

society 

Integrative motivation – the reason to learn a language is to become part

of the community where this language is spoken 

Instrumental motivation – the reason to learn a language is to use it as a

tool to achieve something else

Self-talk – when you speak out loud or under your breath to yourself, like,

repeating phrases or words or having imagined conversations

Affective filter – various psychological reasons, for example, anxiety or

fear, that prevent us from learning a language

Reinforcement – something that can strengthen one’s choices or processes

Investment – when the learning environment makes your super interested

in learning a language 



 Tetiana Honcharenko

Individual Learner Trajectory

(English)
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Yeying Dai
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In the back of my mind,
In the corner sits Satan in a chair.
My thoughts he twists and binds,

Till my peace and calm are found nowhere.
 

He lingers, whispers dirt-soaked lies,
Anticipating to draw blood from my heart.

He smirks and reigns in triumph as it cries,
When, engulfed in pain and weakness, I fall apart.

 
But there are times when I turn around.
I look him in the eye and face-to-face,
With the power of God I am unbound.

So rejoicing and worship fill my headspace.
 

That's when I hear him shriek.
He runs back to the corner, crouching, hiding from the light.

But my mind and my heart ain't meek.
They're grounded in Jesus, ready for a bold and courageous fight.

 
And so passed yet another day.

One of many with Satan living in my head.
Of course, he had a lot to say.

I turn to Scripture - all his lies are dead.

Satan in a Chair

Alina Kovyrialova
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Polina Gracheva

     The bedroom is dim and cozy. The walls

are drowned in darkness, but Mom’s face is

lit up by a small lamp on my bedside table.

She sits at the edge of my bed and holds a

thick book in her hands. I am wrapped up

in my duvet fresh from the bath. Mom’s

thin lips are moving slowly, and with every

word said in a kind and melodic voice,

Vasilisa the Beautiful who dared to go into

a dark forest to meet Baba Yaga becomes

more and more alive. I can almost see the

scared and pretty girl in the shadows of my

room. 

    Mom seems tired: there is a line between

her eyebrows, and the gaze of her blue eyes

is softened. Suddenly, she stops reading

and is blankly looking at the pages without

moving. Does she think I’m finally asleep?

    “Hey, come on!”

    “Hmm?” she mumbles in response being     

as still as before. 

   I get a bit irritated. Why isn’t she reading? 

    “Come on, read!!!” 

    Mom does not answer me. She seems to

be deep in her thoughts, far away from the

present. Somewhere where I cannot reach

her, where only she and her thoughts are 

allowed to be. In a few moments though,

she takes a deep breath in and continues

reading from the place where she has

stopped before. 

***

     This is one of my earliest memories: my

mother is reading to me before bed. This

vivid image is accurately imprinted in my

mind even though I struggle to remember

how old I was or what book exactly we were

reading that day. I guess it was in early

2000s, so I could not be more than six

years old. My memory is not a particularly

reliable narrator, and most of my

memories from my childhood and teenage

years consist of sudden flashes of images,

feelings, and colors. 

     Surprisingly, what I do not remember at

all is that (as my mother told me not later)

these reading evenings continued till I was

around thirteen years old, long after I had

learned to read myself and three years

after I started reading for my pleasure. My

mother still recalls those before-bed

readings as our (mine, her, and later  my

brother’s) favorite daily ritual. We would

gather together in children’s bedroom, 
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My Mother, Books, and I
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my brother and I in our beds. My mother

would pick a new book from the large

library in our flat, sit on either of the beds,

and read. Whenever she had some spare

money to spend on us, she bought us books

(classic children stories, folklore of

different cultures, poetry, classic novels of

Russian and foreign authors, and so on).

My brother and I had a huge bookcase in

our room that was packed with books. For

little me, the bookcase seemed endless.

     My mother has been a passionate

reader since childhood, so she naturally

started reading to me quite early.

According to her, I was a grateful listener.

Whatever book she chose, I would

attentively listen to it, sympathize with the

characters, and ask for more and more.

The choice of books was influenced by my

mother’s knowledge of which of them had

high quality and their availability in

bookshops. My mother mostly relied on her

own experience from childhood and

teenage years, her university years’

experience when she studied Russian

language and literature, and

recommendations of people knowledgeable

about children’s literature. Therefore, I was

introduced to a wide range of authors,

starting from the precious gifts of my

home country Russia, for example,

“Hedgehog in the Fog” by Sergei Kozlov, to

foreign masterpieces, such as “The

Moomins” by Tove Jansson and “Harry

Potter” by J. K. Rowling. I loved them all

dearly and could easily read a thick book in

several days. Time went by, and books

would become more profound but

nevertheless enjoyable. I grew up thinking

that reading books was as natural as

breathing and that everyone was read to

when he or she was young. Moreover, it

seems like during those days, an

unbreakable connection between me, my

mother, and books was established, as

these concepts are inseparable in my mind

now. 

     I assume that this naturalness and deep

connection was created through the total

support and constant presence of my

mother in my bookish life. She never

forced me into reading when her attempts

to make me interested in reading had

failed at first. Although she was concerned

that I did not get enough exposure to good

language and various cultures represented

in the books, she let me be.
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My mother is a very kind and supportive

person in general, so back then she did

what she could do the best: she showed me

her love to me and to literature. As I started

getting carried away by the magic of books,

she would be there with me. And so,

together we lived through the brave

adventures of Bilbo Baggins in “The

Hobbit” by J. R. R. Tolkien or laughed at the

little boy Filipok’s attempts to spell his own

name in the short story “Filipok” by Leo

Tolstoy. 

      My mother was also there for me when

I had first encountered a book that broke

my heart. I was in primary school and was

preparing for Literature class by reading

an assigned short story in the textbook. I

remember it was a thick textbook with a

red hardcover and watercolor illustrations.

Probably, I had heard other sad stories

about animals before I came across this

one entitled “He Killed My Dog” by Yurii

Yakovlev. But this one time was different.

   I remember choking on tears. I

remember crying out loud. I remember not

being able to breathe. Not being able to

explain what was wrong. Not being able to

see my mother’s face hidden behind the

wall of my tears. Not being able to continue

existing. The lines from the book were

burnt inside my eyelids:

“I didn’t know he was going to kill my dog. I
wasn’t at home then. He called it up and
fired the gun into its ear.”

A boy adopted a young stray dog and took

care of it. The boy’s father killed the dog

while the boy was away at school. The boy

never spoke to his father again. 

     Even in my mother’s strong embrace, I

could only keep crying. Eventually, I calmed

down but refused to go to school because I

knew I would not be able to bear this pain

again. I do not know what my mother did

or said to my schoolteacher, but I did not

go to school the next day and did not do

any homework based on this story. She did

not make me go through it, and I am still

extremely grateful for that. Now I

understand that I was traumatized by that

story because till the current day,  I can

easily read stories about people being

quartered, but I avoid any books that

potentially have dogs go through any kind

of struggle or suffering.

   Never before and never after this

incident did my mother force me to read

anything I did not want to because in our

family, reading was never a punishment. It

was a pure pleasure. I knew that I could

always count on her recommendations

when I wanted to read something. However,

with time I started noticing that there were

certain kinds of book that my mother did

not approve of and called silly. Whenever I

or some of my friends would bring up

these books, she would pull a face, laugh,

and suggest choosing something “more

interesting” (as she would put it). The books
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she did not approve of were mostly

contemporary teenage and young adult

fantasy books. 

     Although not prohibiting the young

adult literature openly, she has partly

transferred her attitude to them on me. I

have developed the tendency not to over-

emphasize that I like these books as if they

are not good enough to be read by anyone.

And I can also become aggressively

defensive in cases when I am revealed to

like them. I am torn apart between liking

contemporary young adult novels about 

magic and feeling embarrassed for liking

them. In 2010s, I asked my mother to buy

me the whole series of the Twilight saga

and claimed that this was, of course, a

second-rate literature, but I just had to read

it to see why everyone liked that so much (I

lied; I had been in love with the story and

the characters even before she bought me

the books). I would borrow my friend’s

young adult novels and stay in school after

classes to read it without my mother seeing

me doing this. I tried to hide my interest in

young adult literature from her because I

did not want her (or anyone apart from my

close friends) to know that I read such silly

books.

      Even though I understand that my

mother’s taste in books is not universal

and I do not have to have the same one,

even now I keep thinking what she would

say if she learned I was reading this or that. 
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What would she think of a 24-year-old me

who reads those simple, underdeveloped

novels with predictable plot twists and

undemanding characters? I think, if I told

her this, my mother would laugh it off and

suggest me some of the newly published

 books by respected authors that are more

worthy of my time. But if I insisted talking

about a young adult novel, she would

probably join the discussion, find some

similar motifs in the world literature, and

approach me with a few questions that,

although based on the book, would take as

far from its essence. 

     My mother and books are inseparable,

and I am the third point of this union of

love. I breathe in and out the words of

literary texts. The deep appreciation for

books and for my mother is engraved on

my heart. I know that I can rely on her

whatever I come across in this life both in

reality and in imaginary universes. I know

that I can rely on books to take me far from

this world into the unknown. However, I am

only learning to rely on myself since to do

it, I need to become an independent reader

who does not let my mother’s unconscious

influence prevent me from being who I am.

I still have a long way to go to embrace the

true me and to be able to proudly call

myself a fan of young adult novels.

However, acknowledging is the first step,

and I am making it feeling courage in my

heart.
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The walls of my soul 

have nothing to regret 

They’re waiting for the rain

to smoke cigarettes

Protecting the core from the evil agility, 

by being so strong you’ll have some fragility 

Encountering life day after day 

The walls got exhausted from being estrained 

The sensitive core is by default 

has empathy loads and love to forgo

The walls of my soul are restraining the core 

from hurting itself 

So much more and much more.

By taking the dirt into the block 

The walls are exhaling the sore through the smoke.

The Walls of My Soul

Miroslava Yarkova 
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To Be as Human
Amy 

     It was a night just like all the rest. The trees waved their black naked limbs,

groaning with the effort of remaining alive through the winter. The long green grass

hid, deep below the earth in little pockets of blissful summertime. The birds huddled

together, and bent-necked people hurried through the streets, not noticing any of it.

Here we were. A part of the world, but never taking the time to pay attention to it.

What were we though? Do the trees notice us more than we notice them? Does the

lamppost flicker in hello when we go by, or is it only us who neglect to wave back?

What is it that we are so focused on, that which distracts us from life and keeps us at

a distance from all that goes on around us right now? Yes, it’s true. The tree doesn’t

need to think about the future or how to feed its family. A tree doesn’t have choice;

the freedom to will and to do and to be. The tree just is. Yet here we are, pompous in

our right to life and breath. We wouldn’t even have that if not for this tree.  

     I nod as I pass you, my sullen friend. You’ve seen many more days and nights

than I ever will, and yet you never complain. Why am I not as you, I have often

wondered. I sit, pensive, sipping the wine which frees my mind and voice. I have often

wondered about the extraordinary role we humans have to play in this world. Why

the things we think and care about perceived to be so different and much higher,

than those of our fellow life forms. This leads me to wonder why I myself had not

been born a tree. I feel I easily could have been. Yet here I am, with the ability granted

me by the fact I am alive, and more so blessed, to be able to know what words and

letters are - to write this to you. It is a gift and a curse, I won’t deny that. But you, as a

fellow human, will understand.
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     I don’t blame you for not paying attention. There are so many other things one

needs to do, to be, to have. Yet if you can do nothing more, I ask you, cordially, to

simply think, and look around. You were not born a tree. You were born with much

more, and that gift is also a responsibility. As you will never be able to understand

life from the perspective of another, take that time instead to simply observe and see

the beauty in all those things around. For I bet if you were a tree, and that’s all you

could be, you would be living your life, its purpose being just that.
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